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Please check the vehicle before use, such as brakes, tires, chain, nuts, etc., to ensure safety.

Please pay attention to using the correct riding posture and do not ride with one hand or
both hands off the handlebar.

Please slow down on curves and downhill roads to avoid dangerous behaviors such as sharp
turns or sudden braking.

If you are not proficient in using the brake, please avoid using it on slopes. Please pay attention
to increasing the braking distance on rainy days.

Please always pay attention to the road conditions during cycling, such as bumps, depressions,
and puddles, to avoid hitting obstacles or falling.

Please do not engage in other distractions during cycling, such as answering phone calls, 
eating or drinking, etc.

Please read the instruction manual and keep it properly before use. If lost, please contact
customer service.

Please wear helmets, knee protectors, and other protective equipment when using, and
choose clothing and shoes suitable for cycling.
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1. 2. Brake Lever 3. Handlebar 4. Stem 5. Brake CableGrip

6. Derailleur
Cable

7. Head Parts 8. Front Fork 9. Tire 10. Brake Caliper

11. Disc Brake 
Rotor

12. Hub 13. Nipples 14. Spokes 15. Rim

16. Valve 17. Saddle 18. Seat Post 19. Seat Post
Clamp

20.Top Tube

21. Seat Tube 22. Down Tube 23. Seat Stay 24. Chain Stay 25. Front
Derailleur

26. Bottom
Bracket

27. Chainring 28. Crank 29. Pedal 30. Chain

31. Rear 
Derailleur

32. Freewheel 33. Dropouts 34. Head Tube 35. Kickstand
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Rotor
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20.Top Tube
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23. Seat Stay

24. Chain Stay

25. Front
Derailleur

26. Bottom
Bracket
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34. Head Tube
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NOTE: Please do not wrap the brake and transmission cables around the frame.
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NOTE:  Please pay attention to the minimum insertion mark on the seat post to ensure safe use. If
the seat post clamp cannot be tightened, or there is looseness in the saddle after tightening. Please
loosen the seat post clamp, adjust the bolt of the seat post clamp to the appropriate state, and then
tighten the seat post clamp.

NOTE: Please rotate the wheels to check stability.
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Ensuring the safety of riding is the most important. Please conduct the following checks
before riding.

Check the height of the saddle: please adjust the saddle to a suitable height before cycling.

Check the tightness of the screw of each part: whether the quick-release of the saddle tube
is locked, check whether the handle is fixed or not, and whether the other screws are loose.

Check the tire: check if the tire pressure is sufficient, if not enough, hit it to the appropriate
pressure, check if there is a crack in the tire wall, and if the tread pattern depth becomes very
shallow. If necessary, the outer tire must be replaced.

Check the brake: pull the front and rear brakes, check whether the brakes are working. 

Check the front head sets:brake the front brake and shake the front and rear of the vehicle 
body. If there is a gap of shaking, it means that the front bowl must be adjusted again.

Check fasteners: after using for a period of time, check whether the screws and nuts in each
part are loose. If there is loosening, please tighten them in time to avoid parts falling off and
endangering safety.

Clean the bicycle: if used in water surroundings please wipe the bicycle with dry cloth in time
to avoid rust in the wet part. If you have to clean with water, remember to dry it at once.

should be rotated into the two adjusting nuts. Other brakes should be adjusted the tightness of
the brake cable and replace the brake block if necessary.

Check the brakes: make sure the brakes can work normally before using it. After a period of use,
please check whether the peeling skin is seriously worn. If its wear is severe, hugging and peeling

Check the tire pressure before using, When tire atmospheric pressure lacks,please pump up
the tire. But the first time and in summer tires should not be pumped up too full , so as not to
burst after the hot sun exposure.

Check the parts that need to be oiled, oil in time, maintain the parts to make them work normally.

As the height of the child grows, the height of the handle and saddle should be adjusted properly,
and be careful not to come out of the safety line. When the saddle is skew, remove the
quick-dismantling on the seat post / loosen the nut, straighten the saddle, and then lock it.

Bicycles cannot be put outdoors for a long time.

Frequently used Accessories include: outer tube, inner tube, brake, brake rub, etc.














